IQF HERBS
Herb garden of Ardo,
open all year round

Available IQF and IQF Organic. Standard chop sizes are 3 mm and 6 mm. Packed in 10 kg cartons.
PRODUCT
BASIL
BAY LEAF (WHOLE)
CHERVIL
CHIVES
DILL

Parsley

FENUGREEK
MARJORAM
MINT
OREGANO

PARSLEY (FLAT LEAF OR CURLY LEAF)
ROCKET
ROSEMARY
SAGE
TARRAGON
THYME
MIXES (ITALIAN, HERBES DE PROVENCE, OR PIZZA)

Basil
Coriander

Tarragon

Mint

Rosemary

Benefits of Ardo's IQF herbs
and ingredients
Availability

- Secure stocks
- Long shelf life without taste
& Ravor degradation

� Organoleptic
-100% natural and pure herbs

- Full spectrum of flavours

Cost-effective

- Stable prices all year roun

- 100% usable product

- Portion control: only

cook what you need, the
rest can be stored and
used at a later date
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Convenience

- Prewashed &precut
- Premixed herb blends
- Available all year round

- Premium sensory and
visual quality

;

Sustainable

- Not perishable, no food waste
- Grown &harvested in
open air at the right season

� Compared to
Fresh herbs
-Available only in specific herb season

- Short shelf life
- Need to wash & cut the herbs
- Lack of traceability

Cubes / blends

-

(Artificial) additives: water, salt,
corn starch, oil, preservatives, ...

Dry herbs

-

Little nutrients retained
Flavors and aroma's are faded and weak
The drying process can sharpen some flavors,
w hile aromas fade (basil, mint, parsley, etc)

Freeze dried herbs
-

Extremely expensive,
not cost effective for various food

-

Original taste flavor profile isn't retained

Quality assurance
- Frozen shortly after harvesting, so
quality and goodness of the product is
locked in at its peak freshness
-100% microbiology control
-Full traceability from field to IQF product

Unlimited applications with Arda's IQF herbs and ingredients
Pizza & pasta

Soups

Sauces & dips

Salads
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Beverages & smoothies
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FOLLOW US AT WWW.ARDOUK.COM

Bakery & pastry
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PRODUCTION & TECHNICAL: Progress Way, Mid Suffolk Business Park, Eye, Suffolk, IP23 7HU
CUSTOMER SERVICES, FINANCE & INVENTORY: Ashford Rd, Charing, Kent, TN27 0DF
PHONE: 01233 228900
EMAIL: rt.customer.services@ardouk.com

We preserve nature's gifts

